
DESIGN CHECKLIST
Footer review

 q  Can you clearly read all the text on your footer?  

Can’t read it? You may need to darken the footer background color. Check the 

accessibility color chart to make sure your text color is compliant with the background 

color.

 q  Does the UB logo look distorted (i.e., stretched, blurry, too small)? 

When resizing the logo, a photo, the footer or any design detail, always hold down the 

“shift” key.

Colors and Typography
 q Are you using Baltimore blue?  

 Baltimore Blue: C95 M41 Y10 K0

 q Can you clearly read all your type? 

 Having difficulty reading it? It can be one of several things: 

  • the background color is too dark or too light compared to the text color 

  • the font used is too thin or too small in size

 q Is your text free of widows and orphans? 

 Widows: the last line of a paragraph at the start of a new column overhangs 

  Orphans:  the first line of a new paragraph at the end of a column overhangs; one word or 

a short phrase that appears by itself at the end of a paragraph

 q  Have you used the University fonts-Brown for bodycopy and Champion for headlines-in 

your project?

  • If you do not have Brown, use Century Gothic. 

  •  If you do not have Champion, use Impact and remember that Champion/Impact 

is to be used for headlines only in all caps.

  •  Do not use decorative or script fonts for headlines or body copy. 

When designing, keep in mind the five principles of graphic design:
Repetition:   Repeating graphic elements provides interest.

Alignment:   Do not use centered alignment unless it is a formal invitation.

Proximity:      How close are the graphic elements to each other? Are they creating an 

interesting look?

Contrast:       Colors and different sized elements provide contrast.

Dominance:  What element do you want your reader to notice first: an important headline, 

interesting photo or powerful graphic? Make that the largest element and scale 

down all other elements from there, making your next important element the 

second largest, and so on. 

COPY CHECKLIST
Make it concise.
Challenge yourself to eliminate words; remember, people will only glance at the flyer.

Pay attention to the date.
Correct formatting: Wednesday, April 18, 6-8 p.m.

• Do not use superscripts after numbers (e.g., 1st, 2nd, 3rd).

• Write out the day of the week.

• Write out March, April, May, June and July. Abbreviate all other months.

• Note the style for durations of time: 7-9 a.m.; 5-10 p.m.; 11 a.m.-2 p.m.

• Do not include the year.

Keep capitalization in check.
Only proper nouns should be capitalized.

• Capitalize colleges, departments and course titles.

•  Lowercase academic terms and class standings (e.g., fall 2014, freshman class, spring 

break).

•  Only capitalize academic and administrative titles if they occur before a name; 

whenever possible, include the title after the name.

Spell out the building address.
Unless space prohibits the full name, use this formatting: UB Student Center, Room 306.

Some common proper names:

• Academic Center

• John and Frances Angelos Law Center

• Robert L. Bogomolny Library

• Liberal Arts and Policy Building

• UB Student Center

• William H. Thumel Sr. Business Center

Punctuation rules.

,    Don’t use the serial comma.

!    Use exclamation points sparingly, if at all.

()  Avoid using parentheses.

.    Use only one space after a period.

&   Don’t use the ampersand unless it’s in an official name.

 

Questions? The UB Brand Guidelines including a web and editorial style guide, are available 

at ubalt.edu/brand. 


